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ABSTRACT
This study, which consists of four sections, 
investigates v^ ihether the order of English prepositions and 
the way they are introduced at elementary level (zero/false/ 
comp lete/advanced beginners) textbooks are in line v*jith the 
order of English prepositions suggested by experts.
In order to achieve the purpose of this study, ten 
elementary level communicative textbooks were analyzed in
terms of how and for what purpose the prepositions in these 
books were used. The results have been analyzed and
discussed.
In the first section, a strong emphasis is made on the 
statement of the topic. The purpose of this study is also 
explained. Then the method of this study is presented. 
Finally, limitations and expectations related to the topic
and to this study are mentioned.
The second section, the literary review, deals with the 
prepositions of English and preposition types in English. 
This is followed by a reviev-j of studies on the order of 
prepositions in English given by experts. Short reviews of 
the ten textbooks used as the data source are also given in 
this section-
In the third section, the data collected -for this study 
are presented and analyzed-
Section -four discusses the statistical interprétât ions 
o-f the data and gives an order of the prepositions used in 
the textbooks chosen for this study.
As a conclusion,
1. the prepositions presented and analyzed in ten 
elementary level (zero/false/complete/advanced 
beginners) communicative textbooks are introduced 
most often in one-word prepositions, that is, in 
single v*«iords,
2. the prepositions presented and analyzed in ten 
elementary level communicative textbooks are 
introduced most often in context,
3. these prepositions are used most often for the 
function of the preposition of placement,
4. the order of the prepositions found in this study is 
given below (first nine are given):
1- in
2- at
3- on
4- of
5- for
6- about
7- with
8- to
9- from
5. the order of the prepositions found in this study is 
in line with the order of the prepositions 
recommended by experts.
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X 1
Prepositions are learned at the -first steps o-f English 
studies “since the prepositions have been called the biggest 
little words in English" (Wishon: 1968, 216). F-Teposi t ions
take the most important place -for writing and speaking good 
English. Prepositions seem quite short and in s i gn i-f ican t, 
but they have very important -functions. In the examples 
given below the reader notices how completely di-f-ferent the 
meanings o-f the sentences are.
0 INTRODUCTION
A letter v*jas sent Mary. 
A letter was sent bjy Mary.
A letter was sent -for Mary.
A letter v*<;as sent from Mary.
Only the prepositions change, but that is enough to 
change the meaning entirely (Wishon and Burks, 1968: 216).
As L. Lougheed (1983: 7) presents, "a preposition is 
used to connect nouns and noun structures to other structures 
in the sentence. The noun structure following the 
preposition is called the object of the prepositions." L. G. 
Alexander (1988) and D. Freeborn (1987) say that 
“prepositions are used in front of nouns or noun phrases, 
pronouns or gerunds." Both of the authors agree that a 
preposition governs an object. Therefore, it is always 
related to a noun, a noun phrase, pronoun or gerund.
For example: 
preposition + noun 
preposition + nounphrase
I gave the book to Char1ie.
He got Q-f-f his bike and 
padlocked it.
I gave it to him.
Charlie devotes his time 
to reading.
Prepositions express a relationship among one person, 
thing, and event. Some relationships expressed by 
prepositions are
preposition + pronoun 
preposition + gerund
Space 
T ime 
Cause
We ran across the field.
: The plane landed ^  4s25 precisely.
: Travel is cheap for us because of the strength of 
the dollar.
Means ; You unlock the door by. turning the key to the 
right.
As D. Freeborn (1987) states, "there is a relational 
function between the preposition and its noun phrase 
complement." Therefore, prepositions are called function 
words. "A preposition (P> is followed by a noun phrase (NP) 
to form a prepositional phrase (PrepP); P + NP = PreP.
The NP is the complement of the preposition in the PreP. It 
completes the phrase."
Both of the authors, that is, L. G. Alexander and D. 
Freeborn, state that prepositions can be simple (single 
words), or complex (two or more words). Some examples are as 
follows:
SIMPLE PREPOSITIONS:
at into
•from on
in by
to vjith
COMPLEX PREPOSITIONS;
out o-f by means of
because of according to
instead of apart from
in common v^ jith in spite of
STATEMENT OF THE TOPIC
SECTION 1
The topic o-f this research study is "the introduction o-f 
prepositions in Elementary Level (zero/false/complete/ 
advanced beginners) EFL Textbooks." This study investigates
- what the experts say about the order o-f teaching 
preposi t ions,
- the order o-f the prepositions presented in ten elementary 
level textbooks,
^ the way prepositions are introduced in ten elementary level 
textbooks.
This topic needs attention because this subject is a big 
handicap -for Turkish students learning English as a Foreign 
language. Because of the different structures of the 
languages, prepositions are always very difficult to learn 
by Turkish students learning English as a Foreign language. 
They either do not use prepositions or use them v^ r^ongly 
while learning English. Therefore, it seems obvious to 
emphasize the correct use of prepositions by Turkish 
students beginning at the elementary level. From this 
point of view, this study will have a look at the 
prepositions and the way they are used in ten English 
textbooks at the elementary level.
То do this, the procedure is as follov^ ıs:
Library Research : Ten textbooks at the elementary level
(zero/false/complete/advanced beginners) 
using the communicative theory were chosen 
•from the TEFL (Teaching English as a 
Foreign Language) library at Bilkent 
University and the English Department's 
Library o*f OEF (Open Education Faculty) at 
Anadolu Un ivers i ty.
A Cross Sectional Analytical Study : Ten English textbooks at
the elementary level have been examined, 
to see which prepositions are introduced 
at this level, how and -for what purposes 
these prepositions are used.
Content Analysis : These ten elementary level textbooks have
been analyzed only in terms o-f 
preposi t ions.
PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
The purpose o-f this study is to find out which 
prepositions are introduced in the first ten units of English 
elementary level, communicative textbooks used in the English 
as a Foreign Language classes in Turkey and in v*<ihat order 
these prepositions are introduced in these books.
This topic is important to the field of learning English 
as a Foreign Language from the point of Turkish students' 
view because prepositions are generally given by case-endings
in the Turkish language- There-fore, Turkish case-endings 
•function as the prepositions do in English-
When the comparison o-f English prepositions with Turkish 
case-endings has been made, as the comparison is exempli-fied 
in a contrastive study on the •follov'^ ing pages, it can be seen 
that ’’the functions of some English prepositions are 
performed in Turkish by the case-suf f i xes" (G- L. Lev^is,
1967: 85)- Turkish case-endings in Figure 1 are limited to 
the functions of the English prepositions which are examined 
in this study (Turgut, 1984: 120-141; Lewis, 1967: 85-95;
Heaton, 1979: 1-10)-
FIGURE 1: The Comparison of Turkish Case-Endings with English 
Preposit ions
THE FUNCTIONS OF ENGLISH 
PREPOSITIONS
TURKISH CASE - ENDINGS
DIRECTION: to,into,through
The wood lies the north of 
the road-
He went into the house.
DATIVE CASE: e,a 
Kitabi öğretmen^ verdim- 
Otomobil çocuğa çarptı -
PLACEMENT: in,at,on,behind,
near,above,under
She lives iji Londan.
There is a cat on the roof.
LOCATIVE CASE: de,da
Ki tap lar çantada- 
Masanin al t inda_ b i rşey var
TIME : at,in,on
We arrived at two o'clock.
LOCATIVE CASE: de,da 
(temporal)
• I
Ölüm on lari uykuda yaka 1adi.
POSITION : at,on,in,o-f
There were plants ijn the 
w i ndow.
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ACCUSATIVE CASE:
Çocuk lar^ şapkalar ini 
gordLin mü?
IDENTIFYING PEOPLE: o-f,at,
between,
There is something betv^ feen 
the two men-
ACCUSATIVE CASE: ~i
A d a m ^  arabasini qaldilar
IDENTIFYING THINGS : of, in,
on, at
This kind ojf material cannot 
be found today.
POSSESSIVE CASE: -in
Ev^n köşesindeki araba 
b i 2 imd i r.
CAUSE : because of,out of
We failed to come because of 
the rain.
The man came out of the hotel.
ABLATIVE CASE: -den, -dan 
i zmir'den geldi 1er. 
Pencereden d işari bak iyor.
IDIOM and EXPRESSION:up and out IDIOM and EXPRESSION: püf
on and off noktası,başka bir deyişle.
The light kept flashing on 
and off all night long.
Bu çocuk ele avuca sigmiyor
As can be seen in Figure 1, the prepositions in English 
are often not used correctly by Turkish students because the 
case-endings in the Turkish language do not always correspond 
to English prepositions. Thus English prepositions are used 
wrongly.
The results of this study are intended to improve 
teaching prepositions in Turkish EFL classrooms. English 
language teachers teaching English to Turkish students are
expected to bene-fit most -from this project, as well as the 
students.. The pre-ference o-f prepositions given at the 
elementary level might help teachers v^ ho will organize their 
own curriculum, and choose their own materials.
The gener'al purpose of this study is to see which 
prepositions are presented in ten elementary level, 
communicative textbooks used in Turkey.
The goal of this study is to find out answers to the 
following guest ions:
1. Which prepositions are presented in ten elementary level, 
communicat ive textbooks?
2. Are the same prepositions used with the same freguency in 
(each unit of) the ten textbooks?
3. Are the same prepositions used for the same purposes in 
these textbooks?
4. Do all the textbooks introduce these prepositions in 
context?
5r Do all the textbooks introduce these prepositions in 
isolat ion?
6. What is the order of fr-'eguency of the English prepositions 
introduced in ten elementary level, communicative 
textbooks (as examined in this study)?
7. Is the order of prepositions found in this study in line 
with the order which was found in pt^eviously conducted 
preposi t ional stud ies?
This study will be an attempt to find out answers to the 
guest ions stated above, as based on ten communicative
To achieve the goal o-f this study, the -first ten units 
o-f the ten elementary level, -first books o-f the series of 
communicative textbooks were examined in terms of purpose and 
how the prepositions are used-
To answer- the questions stated, one table for- each of 
the ten textbooks was drawn. According to these tables the 
frequency of prepositions in the textbooks (Appendix B), the 
frequency of purpose of the prepositions (Appendix C), the 
frequency of prepositions in context and in isolation 
(Appendix D), and the order of frequency of the prepositions 
in context (Appendix E), and in isolation (Appendix F) were 
found -
tejitboDks teaching English at the e lementary level.
METHOD OF THE STUDY
To conduct this research project, ten elementary level 
communicative textbooks were chosen from the TEFL (Teaching 
English as a Foreign Language) library at Bilkent University 
and the English Department's library of OEF (Open Education 
Faculty) at Anadolu University.
Most of the textbooks consist of ten units although some 
of the textbooks include more than ten units- Therefore, the 
prepositions presented in ten textbooks are limited to the 
first ten units of the textbooks except for one of the'*' 
textbooks. The tenth textbook, called ENC0Ur-4TERS. is a 
complete textbook, which consists of two parts; Part A is for 
the beginner-s which includes the units one through five, Part
B is -for the elementary leveil.
The usage o-f prepositions in the -first ten units o-f ten 
textbooks is analysed in terms of "PURPOSE" of the 
prepositions, for example:
1. DIRECTION
2. PLACEMENT
3. TIME
4. POSITION
5. IDENTIFYING PEOPLE 
L·, IDENTIFYING THINGS
7. CAUSE
8. IDIOM and EXPRESSION.
How these prepositions are used, that is, if the prepositions 
in the first ten units of ten textbooks are used IN CONTEXT 
or IN ISOLATION was examined.
The data are presented in tables, figures, and graphs; 
freguencies, means, and percentages are analyzed and 
presented.
The results of this study are compared and contrasted 
V'iith what experts say about the order of English 
prepositions found in previous studies.
The reviews of each of the textbooks are done to 
explain the purposes of these textbooks.
The prepositions in the first ten units of ten 
elementary communicative textbooks are examined from the 
point of "PURPOSES“ of the prepositions used.
The same prepositions are examined in terms of "Context" 
or " Isolation" from the point of "HOW" they are used in these 
textbooks.
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LIMITATIONS
This study is limited to :
1« textbooks published trom 1984 through 1989,
2. ten textbooks at the elementary level (-first books o-f the 
series and zeroZ-false/comp lete/advanced beginners) using 
the communicative theory,
3. tv*^o di-f-ferent libraries in two universities,
~ TEFL library at Bilkent University.
- English Department library of OEF at Anadolu University.
4- the prepositions used in the first ten units of the ten 
textbooks chosen,
5. only the purpose of the usage of the prepositions 
introduced in the first ten units of the textbooks chosen,
6. how these prepositions are used, in context and 
in isolation,
7. the order of prepositions found by SLA (Second Language 
Acquisition) experts.
1 1
EXPECTATIONS
The aim of this study is to find
1. if the prepositions are used equally in each unit of ten 
textbooks,
2- which purposes of these prepositions are emphasized more 
at the elementary level communicative textbooks,
3. if the prepositions are used equally for the same purposes
4. how the prepositions at the elementary level are used and 
if they are used in context or in isolation.
5. i-f the prepositions are used equally in context, 
i-f thei prepositions are used equally in isolation^
7. i-f the order o-f the prepositions -found in this study is in 
line v-^ ith the order o-f what the experts say·
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SECTION 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
THEORETICAL REVIEWS 
What is a Preposition?
As de-fined by George E. Wishon and Julia M. Burks (1968: 
216, 494); "the preposition is the connecting link 
between the v*jords and phrases of a sentence which they 
join together in various special relationships·" In 
other words, prepositions are connective words, sometimes 
a group of two or three words, that relate a noun or 
pronoun to one or another of the basic elements of the 
sentences (the subject, verb, object, or complement).
Placement of Prepositions
According to L. Lougheed (1983: 7) and Wishon and Burks 
(1968: 216-17), prepositions are placed before objects, and 
they are followed by a noun or a pronoun- A pronoun after a 
preposition is always an object pronoun: it, me^ hern usn
;Ujequ
As Jupp and Milne (1979: 46) say, "a. preposition is part 
of a prepositional phrase. The preposition and its 
accompanying noun or pronoun are called a prepositiona1 
phrase. Prepositional phrases function as adjectives, 
adver-bs, a.nd sometimes as nouns."
L. Lougheed (1983: 7) states that "an adjectival
preposi tional phrase is placed a-fter the noun it modi-fies". 
For example:
The book oji the desk is mine, (preposition ot place)
The dog next door bothers me. (preposition o-f place)
As L. Lougheed (1983: 7) says, "an adverbial 
prepositional phrase, like any adverb, may be placed anywher^e 
in the sentence." For example:
end - I came nine o'clock, (preposition o-f time)
middle - He leaves jji tv-^io hours to visit his -friend,
(preposition o-f time)
initial - Qü Monday, I have my French class.
(preposition o-f time)
Wishon and Burks (1968: 216-17) point out that 
prepositional phrases can be used as nouns as well. For 
example:
The best place -for a picnic is in. the park, (subject 
complement)
Be-fore break-fast is a good time for a swim, (subject)
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Relationships of Prepositions in Language Teaching
In English grammar books, prepositions are classified in 
some subgroups accor^ding to their functions in language 
teaching. Figure 2 indicates the relationships of 
prepositions in language teaching.
Figure 2: The Relationships o-f Prepositions in Language 
Teach ing
THAT IDENTIFYING PEOPLE THINGS
in
of
with
at
on
n e ji t to 
betvMeen
^CE ? POSITION on over beh i nd next to
in from beneath before
with at among underneath belov^ ;
across to above on top of across
inside of near in front of under
between off down oppos i te through
up af ter in back of against
by upon outside beside
SECTION at from through (to)
up down towards
to into across
in on oppos i te
by out (of) by way of
PREPOSITIONS
OF TIME
in
by
of
OF CAUSE
on during until (till)
for from from«-.to
to since from...until
at af ter within
about before around
of due to because of
in from out of
to for
(till)
AS IDIOMS
J
inside out 
up and out
on and off 
by and by
on and on 
back and forth
Figure 2 is based on tv*^o books, The Great Preposition 
Mystery and Let's Write English^, where prepositions are 
expressed according to their functions in language teaching.
The Most Common Prepositions
According to T- C. Jupp and J. Milne <1979: 45), 
"prepositions are only a small number of words." These,
48 English words in figure 3, can be used as prepositions.
As both of the authors agree "preposition is called a special 
part of speech." Some of the most common words which can be 
used as prepositions are given below: (Heaton, 1979: 1-10),
Allen, W. S. (1980: 293), Jupp and Milne (1979: 45).
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Figure 3: The Most Common Preposi t ions in English
above behind near 1 ike about below
from through in to across beside
near towards after between of since
until under against by on up
opposi te around during off upon at
down over outside with without before
for since within along among in front of
beneath round past OLl t o -f into next to
Types of Prepositions
Prepositions can be classified by the number of words. 
As Lougheed (1983: 7), Wishon and Burks (1968: 216-231) 
state, the number of words are one, two, and three-word 
prepositions.
r- ONE - WORD
PREF’OBITIONS ~  TWO
in at over among
WORD
THREE WORD
out o-f up to up against 
in -for
in doubt o-f 
in care o-f 
in control o-f 
in contrast to
Each type o-f preposition in Figure 4 is used in a 
sentence- The examples are based on the books 
English Sentence Structure by Jupp and Milne (1979: 43-48) 
^nd Let's Write English by Wishon and Burks (1968: 216-229),
and The Great Preposition Mystery by Lougheed (1983: 45).
Figure 4: One, Two, and Three-Word Prepositions 
ONE-WORD PREPOSITIONS
1 n
on
at
o-f
up
by
do'wn
over
•from
among
She was dozing jji an armchair when we got 
there.
He put the book gji the table.
I told her to meet us ajt six o'clock next 
Thursday.
This kind cvf material cannot be -found today.
He was walking up, the street.
I enjoy going there train.
We saw her walking down Fi-fth Avenue this 
a-f ternoon.
The mothet*' pulled the blanket over the baby-
Paper is made -from paper pulp, which is made 
from wood.
I-f you look careful ly, - you might find the 
letter among these papers.
acove : The ceiling is above our heads.
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across
against
upon
betv*jeen
with 
beh ind 
i ns ide 
beneath
underneath
outside 
opposi te 
beside 
to
through 
under 
a-f ter 
before 
be 1 ow 
off 
f o r·
un til (till) 
during 
w i t h i r I 
around 
s i r'l c e
: Her house is across the street.
: His bicycle was leaning against the fence.
: He placed his hat upon his head.
: His shop is between the bank and the post 
off ice.
: I must fill my pen w i. t h ink.
: The ga.rage is behind the house.
: Come in. It is warmer inside the house.
: Mr. Glum considers such fairy tales b§Q^ajbh his
d ign i ty.
: You will find a pot of gold underneath (under) 
a huge? stone at the foot of the rainbow.
Please V‘jait outside the office.
The school is opposi te the church.
He is sitting beside Alice.
She v^ ient the grocery store.
The bird flev'^i through the open windovM.
I found that book. It was under the desk.
Would you please call after eight-
Take this medicine before mealtime.
They live in the apartment below ous.
He took the picture ojFi the wall.
They ar-E? leaving f or three weeks-
We must wait tin til noon.
During the summer, I think I'll go to F-lorida. 
The mail v-jill arrive wjJtblJjI hour.
I get to my office around nine every morning. 
I have known him since his marriage.
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about 
i n t O
towards
: I think she be av^ a^y about a v-geek.
: I saw her going into the theater a -few minutes
ago.
: This road leads towards the sea.
TWO-WORD PREPOSITIONS
next to : The library is next to the post o-f-fice.
: It is up to you to decide (expression).up to 
due to
out of 
from...to
up against
" Due to the fuel shortages, more people are 
using pub 1ich transportât ion.
: He took some money out of his packet.
: The office will be open from nine to one 
everyday.
from...until : She works from eight until tv^ o^ six days a
week.
What 's up against'
because of : Because of poor attendance, this course is
being cancelled.
THREE-WQRD PREPOSITIONS
by way of
on top of
in front of 
in back of 
inside out
up and out
on and off
Can't we go to Nev*«; York bv wav of 
Ph iladelph ia?
Put that case on top of the wardrobe, not in 
it !
The ball rolled in front of the bus-
The taxi is parked in back of the bus.
She turned this place inside out looking for 
her keys.
Why are you still sleeping? You '11 be late. 
Up and out of bed now.
The light kept flashing on and off all night 
long.
by and by
on and on
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He'll come by and by; v^ie don't have to v^ íatch 
•for·' him.
That record plays on and on. I wish they 
VMould change it-
back and forth : You skate with a back, and forth motion.
PREVIOUS PREPOSITIONAL STUDIES
When an investigation is done about the studies on 
prepositions, it is seen that these studies are not many in 
number. The'y are also mainly on acguiring English as a 
second 1 anguage.
A longitudinal study done by Brown (1973) shows that the 
acquisition of the prepositions in«, oni, to are not "sudden 
but gradual ones." As it is mentioned by Brown, a study done 
on the subjects Adam, Eve, and Sarah the acquisition of the 
preposition QH VMas acquired on the second and fifth order (by 
the word order v^ >hat is meant is "the v^jay in v-jhich 
prepositions are learned in relation to one another and 
giving an order for prepositions") according to the various 
studies of grammatical morphemes- The acquisition of the 
preposition Ln was acquired on the second and fifth order as 
it V‘jas the same order of the preposition ori (Hatch: 1978,
137-141).
Another study was done about the acquisition of the 
grammatical morphemes by de Villiers and de Villiers (1973) 
in a cross-sect iona 1 stud'y. In this study, they found that 
the preposition on was acquired on the second order, and the? 
preposition ij± was acquired on the fourth order. de Villiers
and de Villiers found in their another study that
the acquisition of the p-reposition jji took the place in the
first order and the acquisition of the preposition on^  took
the place in the second order according to the
studies of grammatical morphemes (Hatch: 1978, 137-141).
Kenji Hakuta (1974) did a longitudinal study on a 
hi 1 lingual (Japanese/Eng1ish) child- She studied to find out 
the order of acquisition of grammatical morp>hemes- As a 
result of her study related to grammatical morphemes, the 
¿Acquisition of the preposition in_ took the place in the 
fourth and fifth order- The acquisition of the preposition 
to took place in the fourth and fifth order. According to her 
study, the acquisition of the prepositions jji and an was 
obligated to be acquired in context (Hatch: 1978, 132-146).
Kenji Hakuta compares her results with the results of 
Brown and de Villiers and de Villiers. When the results of 
these studies mentioned above are compared, the order of the 
acquisition of the prepositions ir^  and on. and differs from 
the other studies.
In a paper presented in Forum (1985), John Grias points 
out that teachers faced the challenge of teaching 
prepositions of time and place. He m»entions that the high 
frequency v*^ ords are in, on^ at in a beginning course of 
te^Aching English as a fore.,ign or second language.
None of these studies attempted to search which 
p rep'osi t ions are used in English as a foreign language at 
elementary level, and hov‘j they are introduced-
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REVIEW OF TEN TEXTBOOKS
Ten Glementary 1 eve1 (zero/fa1se/comp1 ete/advanced
beginners) communicative textbooks chosen to be examined for 
this study are introduced in the following section. These 
tt?xtbooks are the first books of the series-
BOOK 1 BREAKAWAY Student's Book One
Written by David Bolton and Lennart Peterson, Breakaway 
Student's Book One is a highly motivating English course for 
young teenagers. It is easy to teach and easy to learn from. 
Breakaway presents practices, a^ nd consolidates language 
through texts and communicative activities which reflect the 
interests and environment of young British teenagers.
Language items are throughly recycled and a careful 
balance of listening, speaking, reading, and writing skills 
is maintained throughout the course.
There are four components for each stage:
1. Student's Book
2. Workbook
3. Teacher's Book
4. Cassette
BOOK 2 S P E C T R U M  1
Written by Sandra Coetinett and Donald R. H. Byrd,
Spectrum series is designed for adults and young adults 
in secondary school, universities, and centers for aduIt 
education, both in the United States and abroad. The series 
aims to provide motivating materials that teach students to 
function in real life situations in which English is spoken. 
The series teaches only authentic English. The Spectrum 
se?ries also aims to give students a feeling of success and 
achievement in language learning. The Spectrum series is 
based on the commun icat i ve â^pproE<c.h to language teaching.
There are sixteen units in the textbook, two of which 
3 P0 reviewed. Each of the other fourteen units contains 
eight pages and is divided into five major sections:
1- Conversation - first and second pages;
2. Ways to say it - (functions) - third page;
3. Try this - (exercises) - fourth page;
4. Comprehension dialogue, Listen in (Listening), Say it 
right (Pronunciation), and Your Turn (Conversât ion 
Activity) - fifth and sixth pages;
5. Close-‘up - (grammar) - seventh page;
6 - On your own ~ (reading) eigl’^th page;
The components of £)pectrum 1 are
1. Student's Book 3. Teacher's Edition
2. Workbook 4- Audio Program.
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S:S.QK-_3. E X PRESS b.NGLISH Eieg inrt ings 1
Written by Linda A. Ferreira, Express Eng Iish Beginnings 
1 is designed for ESL/EFL students at the beginner level- 
The series employs a communioative approach to language 
teaching that is anchored solidly in gr^ammar practice- While 
emphasizing the i n tei-'ac t i ona 1 use of language as a final 
goal, Express Eng 1ish offers carefully guided practice in 
identifying and using correct grammatical structures and 
socially functional expressions. The series provides
1. Student E-iook
2- Workbook
3. Cassette 
4- Teacher Eddition.
Beginnings 1 present authentic materials generic to day- 
to-day tasks, social roles and life experiences of the 
learners. There are 20 units in the student's book. The 
textbook also includes Appendices.
BOOK 4 COAST TO COAST Student's Eiook 1
Written by Jeremy Har'mer and Harold Surguine,
Coast to Coast Student's Book 1 is designed tor adult and 
young adult students at the elementary level- There a.re 20 
units in the student's hook including grammar summaries.
The aim o-f the course is to enable students to 
communicate e-f-f ec t i ve 1 y in English. Within a structural 
•framework, the language in each unit is determined by the 
needs and interests o-f the students-
The components o-f Coast to Coast 1 are
1- Student's Book 1
2. Workbook 1
3- Teacher's Manual
4. Student's Book Cassette
5. Set o-f Oral Practice Cassettes-
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BOOK MERIDIAN Student's Etook 1
Written by Jeremy Harmer, Meridian Student's Book 1 
series is designed -for adult and young adult students at the? 
elementary level. The series aims to enable students to 
communicate e-f-f ec t i vely in English- The language in each 
unit is determined by the needs and interests o-f the 
students.
There are 20 units in the Student's Book and each page 
is designed to last -for a lesson o-f 45 to 60 minutes.
The book includes an Activity Book v*^ hich extends the 
range o-f communicative activities of the course in the 
Classv^iork Section. The Study Section provides exercises on 
which students can work independently.
The components of Meridian 1 are
1. Student's Book 1
2- Activity Book 1
3- Teacher's Guide 1
4. Student's Book Cassette 
5- Set of Oral Practice Cassettes
6 . Tests-
The components of Mer id ian provide all that the teacher 
and students need.
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BOOK h STARTING LINE Toward American Eng 1ish
Written by Alan Meyers and Ethel Tiersky, Starting Line 
Toi-jard American English is designed in two levels -for 
students enrolled in English as a second or -foreign language 
courses at advanced beginner levels in colleges and 
un iversi t ies.
Starting Line teaches the -four essential skills: 
speaking, reading, writing, and grammar. The text is 
designed to integrate conversation, pronunciation, aural 
comprehension, reading comprehension and writing ability by 
developing these skills systematically within a situational 
context- Students acquire oral and written structures, 
vocabulary and idioms by learning them through speci-fic 
situations and communicative tasks (such as expressing a need 
or asking directions).
Starting Line contains eleven chapters, plus review 
chapters midway through and at the end o-f the book. Text 
chapters -follov^ i a set pattern-
To supplement the main text, the -fol lov'.iing items are 
availab le:
1. Student's Book 1
2 . Worbook 1
3. Instruetor's Manual
4. Audio ~ Cassette Tapes
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BOOK 7 THE CAflBRIDGE ENGLISH COURSE BOOK 1
Written by Michael Swan and Catherine Walter,
The Cambridge English Course is a new integrated course tor 
adult and young adult learners, in tour levels. The book is 
tor complete beginners and talse beginners. It takes 
learners to a point at which they can use English tluently 
tor simple practical purposes. The book includes 32 units. 
The main teatures are as tollows:
- multi syllabus approach
- language can be put to immediate practical use
- intenationally relevant language and topics 
-·- attractive visual presentation
- highly varied teaching approach.
The components ot the The Cambridge English Course are
1. Student's Book 1
2. Practice Book 1
3. Test Book 1
4. Teacher's Book 1
5. Class Cassette Set 1
6 . Student's Cassette 1
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BOOK 8 TIME FOR E N G L I S H  BOOK 1
Written by Monica Vincent, David Foil, and 
Kenneth Cripvvell, Time For English Book 1 is designed in 
three levels for students starting to learn English in junior 
secondary school. It adopts an integrated approach to the 
teaching of language. The emphasis is on effective 
communication from an early stage so the course builds 
systematically on the skills and language that learners 
already have. The course gives students fluency in listening 
and reading, accuracy in speaking and writing, and added 
confidence in working with the foreign language. The book 
consists of 20 units.
It also makes the learning of English an enjoyable 
process by actively involving students in activities and 
topics of special interest to their age group.
The course has been written in such a way as to be 
straightforward and rewarding to use.
The components of Time for English Book 1 are
1. Student's Book 1
2. Teacher's Book 1
3. Cassettes 1.
Written by Jane and Dave Wills, Collins Cobu.i Id 
English Course Student's Book 1 represents “a major advance 
in the teaching o-f English" (Wills: 1988). It is based on
the research -findings o-f the Cobuild project at Birmingham 
Univers i ty.
It is designed in three levels -for false beginner, adult 
learners. Fifteen units VMill provide about hundred hours of 
class worl:. The aim of the series is that the students v*>iill 
be able to cope confidently with a very wide range of 
straightforward situations. Early oral and written tasks are 
very simple, becoming more challanging in later units, so 
that students use the language in context which become 
gradually more demanding. Activities focus in turn on 
accuracy and fluency.
The components of Collins Cobuild English Course Book i
are
1. Student's Book 1 (includes a special transcript booklet)
2. Practice Book 1
3. Teacher's Book 1
4. Cassettes 1
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BOOK 9 C OLLINS COB U I L D  ENGLISH COURSE 1
Written by Judy Garton-Sprenser, T. C. Jupp, John Milne, 
and Philip Prowse, it is desisned tor adults and young adults 
in the schools where English is taught. Encounters Complete 
Edition combines levels one and tv^ío of main course English, a 
set of course materials vjhich takes learners from beginner to 
post-intermediate level. Encounters Part A includes five 
units from one to five.
It is a communicative course with emphasis on the 
students using the English they learn. From the outset, 
students are encouraged to acguire the language they want to 
learn and to adapt material to their own situation. To 
balance this, systematic attention is also paid to language 
from through special language study sections devoted to the 
study and practice of grammar, pronunciation, and vocabulary. 
The components of Encounters A are
1. Student's Book A
2. Workbook A
3. Test Book A (Main Caurse Tests: Teacher's Guide covers all
these titles)
4. Teachers ' Book A
5. Cassettes (3) A
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BOOK 10 E N C O U N T E R S  PART A
SECTION 3
PRESEr4TATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
PRESENTATION OF DATA
This study is a cross-sec t iona 1, ans^lytical, and content 
analysis o-f library research-
In this study, ten elementary level communicative 
textbooks were chosen in order to examine which prepositions 
are used and how these prepositions are introduced. The 
analysis o*f this study is limited to the -first ten units of 
the chosen textbooks, because most of the textbooks include 
ten units but a fev-j of the textbooks consist of more than ten 
units- A number of statistical analyses are made using the 
results of examinations of ten elementary level communicative 
textbooks to find out the answers to the questions stated in 
the purpose of the study.
This study was ca^rried out with ten elementary level, 
communicative textbooks. The textbooks were selected from 
the TEFL Library at Bilkent University and the English 
Department Library of QEF at Anadolu University. The list of 
these books can be found in Appendix A.
To collect data, the textbooks v^ e^re analyzed in terms of 
which prepositions they used and how they were used and for 
what purfi'ose these prepositions v*jere used.
Gne separate table was drav*'jn for each of the ten 
textbooks. The title and publishing year of the textbooks 
were mentioned in the tables. The lessons or units of each
book were given. The prepositions used in the first ten 
units or lessons of ten textbooks were marked according to 
their usage of purpose, such as:
- Direction
- Placement
- T i me
“ Position
*- Identifying People
- Identifying Things 
“ Cause
- Idiom and Expression.
These prepositions were also marked according to their usage 
of how-if these prepositions were used in context or 
in isolation in the tables. The aim of this study was 
limited to measuring the usage of how and for what purpose 
the prepositions were used in the first ten units of ten 
elementary level communicative textbooks.
Secondly, another table was drawn to show the frequency 
of the prepositions used in the first ten units of ten 
textbooks (Appendix B). This table was based on the ten 
textbooks’ analyses. In this table, the prepositions used in 
the first ten units of ten textbooks were separetely counted. 
In addition to this, the total number of each preposition 
used in ten textbooks was calculated.
In another table (Appendix C), the purposes of the 
prepositions used in the first ten units of ten textbooks 
were counted. This table was drawn to find out how many 
times each preposition was used for different purposes.
The table which indicates the usage of the prepositions 
in context or in isolation in the first ten units of ten
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textbooks v^fa.5 given in Appendix D. Related to this table, 
the -freguency oi preposi t ions used in context and 
in isolation v^)as determined- The purpose behind this table 
was to find out if the prepositions were used in context more 
often than in isolat ion or vice versa.
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ANALYSIS OF DATA
On each of the following tables in this section, the 
units are in the first column. In the second column are the 
prepositions introduced in each unit. In the third column 
are purposes of the prepositions. In the third column, 
refers to d i r ec t i on ; p>lacement; time; ’’PO’’ pos i t i on ;
^MP^’ identifying people; »MT’’ identifying things; cause;
idiom and expression and the numbers refer to the 
frequency with which these particular prepositions occuied 
for each particular purpose. In the last column how the 
prepositions are used is mentioned. In the fourth column the 
numbers refer to how many times these prepositions are used 
in these particular units and refers to con tex t; and
” i . isolation.
The table of book 1 (Table 1) shows that 22 
prepositions ’’from, about, at, in, with, from. ..to, in front 
of, for, on, next to, out, at the back of, of, before, after, 
without, through, down, to, near, above, by” were used more 
often in textbook 1. All these prepositions were used in 
context. The prepositions of p 1 ace and time were the most 
often used ones in textbook 1; whereas, the prepositions of 
cause were not used at all. Finally, 87 prepositions were 
used in con t ex^ t ; whereas, no prepositions were used in 
isolation. Almost nine of the prepositions were used in each 
unit of textbook 1.
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TABLE 1: Frecjuency o*f prepositions in TextbooL 1
UNITS PREPOSITIONS
P U R P O S E S
HOW
D P T PO IP IT c IE
1 •from, about - 1 - 1 - - - 2c.
about,at,in - - - 1 - - -· 3c -
3 about, wi th , -from. · to, in 
•front of, in,-for
1 2 - - - - 1 6c .
4 in,about,at,with,on, 
next to
- 4 - - 1 1 - 1 7c.
5
about,next to,in,with, 
in front of,out,at the 
back of
- - 3 1 1 - 7c.
6
in,about,of,for
- 1 - - - 3 - - 4c-
7
of,about,before,after, on 
with,at,in,for,from, 
wi thout,through
2 3 3 - 1 4 - - 13c -
8
down,i n front of,in,on, 
from,of,about,with,for, 
at
- 6 1 - 3 3 - - 13c.
9
o-f, -for, at, about, to, in, 
in tront o-f, down, near, on 
with, above, -from. . to, -from
- 5 - 1 6 - - 14c.
10
in,wi th,about,to,by,on, 
-for, at, of, from, about - 5 - 1 6 - - 14c.
5 9 4 12 - 3 87c
The table of book 2 (Tab Is? 2) shows that 25 
prepositions "in, for, of, at, below, about, with, down, 
into, from, on, to, near, over, across, next to, out of, 
around, after, be^tween, aibove, through, before, until, out 
(to)" were used more often in te;<tbook 2- One hundred and 
thirty-nine prepositions were used in context; whereas, seven 
prepositions were used in isolation, The most often used 
function of prepositions was the preposition of p lace; 
whereas, the least often used function of the prepositions 
we? re pos i t i on cause  ^ and idiom and expression. Almost 15 
preeposi t ions were used in each unit of textbook 2 ·
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TABLE 2: F r equency of Prepositions in Textbook 2
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U^4ITS pc.ppns ITT nN9
P U R P O S E S
HOW
D P T PQ IP IT c IE
1
into,from,below,about, 
■for, in, -from, o-f,with,at, 
on
1 - - o 6 - - 1 Ic.
in, -for,o-f,at, below, about 
with, down, into, -from, on - 6 1 1 7 - 1 16c.
“T
to, at, -for, near, -from, 
about, to, in , belov^ i, over 1 5 4 - 1 1 - 1
2 i.
1 1 c.
4
to,on,near,over,in, 
across, -from, next to, out 
o-f , -for, at, of
4 5 2 1 1 - 1 -
2 i.
1 2c.
5
at,around,in,across, 
about,on,from,out of,to, 
below
7 -· - - - 1 1
3i . 
1 1 c.
6
at,to,in,for,on,after,of 
below,into,over,between 4 3 - 5 - - 16c.
7
for,at,out of,of,about, 
after, down , v-ji th , nex t to, 
in, on
- 5 o - 1 1 2 c.
8
after,into,in,about,on, 
belov'vi, out of , at, for, 
above
3 3 3 - - O - 13c.
9
to,with,on,at,next to, 
•down,in,after,from..to, 
through,over,before
7 8 - 1 3 - -
2 i.
19c.
1 C)
in,for,at,to,out,about, 
of,after,wi th,down,on, 
from,into
1 7 b - 1 . . . 1 17c.
16 54 28 “T 13 26:, 5 4 139c
7i _
The table of book 3 (Table 3) shows that 19 prepositions 
’^at, In, near, from, after, for, along, with, on, down, of, 
next to, about, over, behind, to, opposite, into, were
used more often in textbook 3. One hundred and five 
prepositions were used in context; whereas, no prepositions 
were used in i so I at i on. The prepositions of p 1 ace were the 
most often used oneSin textbook 3; whereas, the prepositions 
of cause were not used at all. Almost 11 of the prepositions 
were used in each unit of textbook 3.
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TABLE 3: Frecju.ency o-f P r e p o sitions in Textbook 3
UNITS PREPOSITIONS
P и F P 0 Î3 E S
HOW
D P T PO IP IT c IE
1
at, i n , nea.i', i rom, after
-- 4 - - - - 1 7c.
in,near,for,along,wi th, 
:after,on,from 1 5 1 1 - - 12c.
71;
a t, vs! i t h , dOwn, 0f , neX t to, 
along,about,over,on -T 1 - 1 1 - 1 9c.
4 for,in,on,next to,about 1 — 1 — — -· 7c.
5
of,in,wi th,for,over, 
near,from,to,next to - 4 1 - - 1 lOc.
6
on,for,at,in,behind, 
about,next to,down 1 4 - - - - 9c.
7
in, at, a-f ter, on, to, -for 
about 1 4 3 - 1 1 - - 1 Oc.
8
at,for,from,to,in,near, 
next to,opposi te,about, 
after
1 6 1 1 - - 13c.
9
into, to, -f rom, about, of , 
near,next to,on,with, 
for
1 5 1 - 1 4 - 1 13c.
10
about, in, on , into, of , dov*jn 
by,from,for,near, over, 
at
7 1 1 1 5 - - 15c.
9 44 15 5 8 20 -- 4 105c
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The table of book 4 (Table 4) shows that 21 
prepositions "down, in, about, for, at, on, of, next to, 
between, across, near, from, out (to), with, to, by, above, 
over, belovj, because of, after" v^ ıere used more often in 
textbook 4. Eighty-six prepositions were used in context; 
whereas, 13 p>reposi t ions were used in isolat ion. The most 
often used preposition was the preposition of place but no 
prE^posi t ions were used in posi t ion or as
idiom and expression. Almost nine of the prepositions were 
used in each unit of textbook 4.
TABLE 4: Frequency o-f P r e p o sitions in Textbook 4
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UN I T S P R E P O S I T I O N S
P U R P O S E S
HOW
D P T PO I P I T c I E
1 doV'jn , i n , ab  QU t , -f o r - - - - -· -- 4 c .
a t , a b o u t , i n - 3 - - 1 - - -
2 c .
l i .
3 on  , down  , o-f , n e x t  t o ,  n e a r , 
be t v^ i een ,  a c r o s s ,  i n
3 6 - - 1 --
8 c . 
4 i  .
4 • f rom,  a b o u t ,  i n ,  o f - -- o - - - 4 c .
5 a t , o u t  ( t o ) , o f , o n , a b o u t , 
i n
1 3 1 1 - 8 c  -
6 f o r , w i t h , i n , f r o m , o f - - - 1 - 5 c .
7 a c r o s s , w i t h , i n , a b o u t 1 1 - - 1 1 1 “ 5 c  -
8
f o r , a t , o f , w i t h , a b o u t , i n ,  
f  r o m , o n , t o , n e a r , b y , o v e r ,  
a b o v e
3 9 4 - 3 3 3
2 3 c . 
2 i .
9
a b o u t ,  v^ 'ii t h ,  f  r o m ,  b e l o w ,  
o v e r , i n , o f , a t , b y , o n , t o 1 5 3 -  - 3 "7 - 1 7 c .
10
a t , t o ,  b y , - f o r , o f  , a b o u t , on  
i n ,  f r o m ,  b e l o w ,  vMi t h ,  
b e c a u s e  o f , a f t e r , n e a r
~ 7 7 - 3 4 5 -
2 0 c  - 
6 i  .
9 3 9 17 - 16 16 12 - 8 6 c
1 3 i
The table of book 5 (Table 5) shov*JS that 13 
prepositions "down, in, about, for, at, of, betv^ )een, next to, 
near, v-iith, on, over, from" were used more often in textbook 
5. All the prepositions were used in context, The most 
often used preposition was the preposition of p 1 ace; whereas, 
P'reposit ions of d i rect ion ц cause, and idiom and expression 
were not used at all. Almost six prepositions were used in 
each unit of textbook 5.
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TABLE 5: Frequency of Prepositions in Textbook 5
UN ITS PREPOSITIONS
P и f^ P 0 '3 E s
HOW
D F· T FO IP IT c IE
1 dov‘jn, in, about, -for, at - 3 - - 1 1 - - 5c.
о at,in,about - о - - 1 - - - 3c.
-r in, o-f , between, next to, 
near
- 4 - 1 - i- - :- 5c.
4 in, about, -for - 1 - - 2 - - i- 3c.
5 in, -for, at, wi th, about - - - 3 - - - 5c.
h for,with,about,in - 2 - - - - - 4c.
7 ■for, at, o-f , пекt to, on, in, 
with,about,near,over
- 6 2 - 1 2 - - 1 Ic.
8 about,in,near,at,пекt to - 4 - - - 1 - - 5c.
9 between,at,from,in,of, 
with
- 3 3 - - - - Be -
1 0 with,from,in,about,at, 
of
- 3 - - 1 о - - 6c .
- 30 5 1 9 1 0 - - 55c
The table of book 6 (Table 6) shows that 25 
prepositions ’’with, in, from, before, under, of, over, for, 
on, in front of, behind, next to, near, above, after, to, at, 
until, during, by, down, into, out of, about, since” were 
used more often in textbook 6. The prepositions of nlace 
were used 52 times; whereas, no prepositions of pos i t i on and 
i d i om and expression were used. One hundred and thirty-five 
prepositions were used in context and four prepositions were 
used in isolation. Almost 14 of the prepositions were used 
in each unit of textbook 6.
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TABLE 6: Frequency of P r e p o s i t i o n s  in Tejctbook 6
UNITS PREPOSITIONS
P U R P O S E S
HOW
D P T PO IP IT c IE
1 wi th,in,from,before,of, 
under,over,for,on
- 5 - 3 - -
1 1 c. 
1 i .
over, in -front o-f,in,on, 
behind,next to,near,for, 
above,under,after
i 1 0 1 - 1 - - 13c.
3; for , to, K· i th , OVEir , on , i H 1 4 - - 1 -· - - ¿-;C .
4 in,on,of,at,wi th,from - 5 - - - 9c -
5 at,of,from, in,on,unt i1 , 
for,over,during
3 5 3 - - 2 -
1 1 c. 
3i .
6 with,in,on,of,for,at 4 4 - 1 5 - - 14c.
7 in,over,next to,by,down, 
for,of,on,at,to,with
- 7 4 - 5 - - 16c.
8 into,at, in, for^,with, to, 
on , over', out of , of , by, 
from
3 4 -- 4 1 - 16c ·
9
to, v^ iith, about, in, on, a. t, 
for,of,out of,into,about 
since, before, near·
6 7 - 3 5 - 25c.
10 of,for,in,about,at,over, 
before,out of,near
1 5 - 0 4 -- - 14c.
11 52 26 -- 20 3 - 135c 
4i .
The table of book 7 (Table 7) shows that 16 prepositions 
^Mnto, after, with, about, of, in, to, for, near, at, on, by, 
from.*.untiI, over, next to, opposite” were used more often 
in textbook 7. All the prepositions in textbook 7 were used 
in context. The most often used one was the preposition of 
P 1 ace; whereas, the prepositions of cause and idiom and 
express i on were not used at all. Almost five of the 
prepositions were used in each unit of textbook 7.
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TABLE 7: Frequency o-f Prepositions in Textbook 1
UNITS PFi;EF-'0SITI0NS
P U R P O S E S .
HOW
D F‘ T PO IP IT c IE
1 i n t o , a -f t er, w i t h , at)out - 1 - 1 1 1 - .... 4c.
o o-f, wi th, in -· - - 1 C' . . . 3c.
3 about,o-f, with, to, -for - 1 - 4 - - 5c -
4 in, o-f, near - 4 - - - - - 4c.
5 wi th,about,in,at,on, 
near
- 4 - - 2 1 - - 7c.
6
about, o-f, in, by, at, -for, 
from...unt i1 - 1 - 3 1 - - 7c.
7 in,on,about - - - 1 - - - 3 c.
a over,on,next to,about, 
opposite,for,of,in
5 - - 1 - - 8c.
9 in, on, -for, to, by - - - 1 - - 5c.
1 0 in,about,of,at - ''■T - - 1 1 - 4 c.
2 1 5 1 1 1 8 -· - 50c
The table of book 8 (Table 8) shows that 29 prepositions 
’’of, under, in, into, at, from, with, in front of, behind, 
on, over, for, about, next to, at the back of, between, near, 
across, after, from...to, before, by, to, around, 
from...till, until, down, below” were used more often in 
textbook 8. One hundred and thirty-three prepositions were 
used in context; whereas, 13 of the prepositions were used in 
isolation. The prepositions of p 1 ace were used 56 times. 
Almost 14 of the prepositions were used in each unit of 
textbook 8.
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TAEîLE 8: Г г е я ’-'-^ гт^ У Prepos i t i ons in Textbook 8
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UNITS PREPOSITIONS
P U R P O S E S
HOW
D P T PO IP IT c IE
1 o-f - - -- - 1 ~ - Ic.
'П o-f, under, in, into, at, -from 
with
- 5 - - 4 -
2 c. 
7i .
3
in front of,behind,on, 
over,for,in,of,about, 
next to,at the back of
- 6 - 1 3 - 1 -
7c. 
3i .
4
of,in,on,in front of,for 
behind,over,between, 
near,across
1 8 - - 1 - -
9c. 
1 i.
5 at,of,in,in front of,on, 
under,wi th,beh ind
1 4 - 1 1 - 1 1 Oc.
6
of,with,on,in,at,to,for, 
after,from/.to,before,by 3 7 8 1 - 5 - -
2 2 c.
2 i.
7
to,of,in,from,at,on,for, 
into,before,with,after, 
about,around,from..till
- 7 8 - 6 - - 23c.
8 in, at, on , to, -f rom, over, by 
•for, of , before, wi th
- 5 4 - 4 5 - - 18c.
9 for,over,in, before, to, 
at,wi th,on,of,under
- 5 4 1 4 - - 16c.
10
by, in front of , in , for", of 
with,at,from,to,over,on, 
unt i 1 , before, down , belov'^ , 
near,under
3 9 - T , 5 1 - 25c.
8 56 27 9 14 29 3 1 133c 
13İ.
The table of book 9 (Table 9) shows that 33 prepositions 
’’from, on, of, next to, about, with, in, to, down, for, 
below, after, before, into, at, between, by, over, from...to, 
behind, inside, outside, near, since, out of, opposite, 
nearby, until, across, through, along, up, off’^ were used 
more often in textbook 9. The prepositions of the p 1 ace were 
used 39 times; that is, this was the most often used one; 
secondly, the prepositions of identifying things were used 37 
times. One hundred and seventy-two prepositions were used in 
context; whereas, five of them were used in isolation.
Almost 16 prepositions were used in each unit of textbook 9.
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TAEtLE 9: Frequency o-f Prepositions in Textbook 9
U N I T S F'REPnS I T T  ПГч19
P U R P O S E S
HOW
D P T PO I P I T C I E
1
•from, on , o-f , nex t t o ,  a b o u t  
w i t h ,  i n ,  t o ,  dov*,?n , - f o r , 
b e l o w ,  a-f t e r
- 1 3 6 5 - 17c.
o-f , a b o u t , i n  , b e - f o r e ,  a f  t e r  
w i t h ,  t o ,  on,  -from, - for ,  down 
b e l o w , i n t o ,  a t
2 3 1 5 5 5 - ‘ - 21 c -
3
a b o u t , i n , n e x t  t o ,  on , o-f , 
b e t w e e n ,  -from, t o ,  - for ,  a t , 
down
3 5 3 - - - 15c.
4
o-f,  t o , b y ,  i n , w i t h ,  d o wn, a t  
a b o u t , o v e r ,  - for ,  b e f o r e ,  
f  rom.  . . t o ,  betvMeen
5 3 2 1 4 - -
16c.
l i .
5
i n , on ,  o-f, b e t v i e e n , b e h i n d , 
t o ,  a-f t e r , b e f o r e ,  a t , a b o u t  
i n s i d e , o u t s i d e
1 7 2 3 - - 17c -
6
f o r , o f , i n , d o w n , o n , a b o u t ,  
a t , t o , n e a r , a f t e r 2 5 3 - 5 - -
16c.
l i .
7
i n , o n , a b o u t , wi  t h , o f , t o ,  
s i n c e ,  b e h i n d ,  dov^ i^n, o v e r ,  
f r o m . . . t o , n e x t  t o
5 - 4 5 - -
18c.
l i .
8
w i t h , a t , o n , i n , o f , a b o u t ,  
f o r , b y , b e f o r e , o u t  o f , 
down
1 4 - 3 4 -
16c.
l i .
9
o p p o s i t e , n e a r , b e h i n d , b y ,  
o n , b e f o r e , a t , o f , i n , do wn, 
n e a r b y ,  n e x t  t o ,  betv^een, 
o u t  o f , u n t  i 1 , a c r o s s , o v e r  
t h r o u g h , f r o m . . . t o , a l o n g ,  
u p , o f f
10 5 3 3 - 3 1 - 24 c .
l i .
10 f o r , o f , a b o u t , i n , do w n , a t , 
b y , o v e r
1 5 - о — - 12c.
24 39 25 17 25 37 5 - 172c  
5 iw/ X »
The table of book 10 (Table 10) shows that 23 prepo­
sitions ’’in, from, of, at, about, on, for, after, to, with, 
next to, near, opposite, along, from..to, into, between, 
above, until, under, below, down, across” were used more 
often in textbook 10. The prepositions of p 1 ace were used 34 
times, more than the other functions of the prepositions; 
whereas, the prepositions of pos i t i on a ri d cause were not used 
at all. Ninety-one prepositions were used in context; 
whereas, 14 prepositions were used in isolation. Almost 11 
prepositions were used in each unit of textbook 10.
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TABLti 10: Frequency o-f Prepositions in Textbook 10
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UNITS PREPOSITIONS
P U R  F-· 0 S E
T PO IP IT IE
F-lOW
in , -F rom, o-f , a t , about, on , 
•f o , a -f t e? I “·
1 Ic.  
5i ,
to, about, in , o-f , on , -from, 
with,-for, next to, near, 
opposite,along,at,
•from. . to
18c.
about, in, to, at, -for, on, 
opposi te, •from. . to, -from, 
into,between,above 10 11 19c. 
9i ,
at, in, ab ou t, o -f , -for, to, 
on, into,wi th,unt i1,in, 
under, -from. . to ?0c,
with, i n , o -f , ab ou t , for, 
a f t e r , near,a t ,t o ,a 1 ong 
f rom,o n ,n e X t t o ,b e 1o w , 
down, across
6 1l.5c .
1 1 34 •79 S 91c
14i.
SECTION A
CONCLUSIONS
As Tables 1 through 10 illustrate, the results o-f the
•freguency ot the prepositions used in ten textbooks shov*j that
1 . the placement purpose ai the prepositions analyzed in ten 
elementary level communicative textbooks is used more 
o-ften than the other purposes o*f the prepositions- That 
is, the placement pur*’pose o-f the p re^pos i t ions is presenteed 
in the -first order (the word orcJer means in this context 
"the way in which prepositions are learned in relation to 
one another and giving an order -for prepositions").
2 . the identi-fying things purpose o-f the prepositions 
analyzed in ten elementary level communicative textbooks 
is used less than the placement purposes o-f the 
prepositions- That is, the identi-fying things purpose o-f 
the prepositions is presented in the second order.
3. the time purpose o-f the prepositions analyzed in ten 
elementary level communicative textbooks is introduced in 
the third order.
4. the identifying people purpose o-f the prepositions 
analyzed in ten elementary leveel communicative textbooks 
is introduced in the -fourth order.
5. the direction purpose o-f the prepositions analyzed in ten 
elementary level conimun icat i ve textbooks is introduced in
the -fi-fth order.
6 . the position purpose ot the prep-osi t ions analyzed in ten 
elementary level commun icat ivee textbooks is introduced in 
the sixth order-
7. the caur'se pui'pose o-f thE^  prepositions E\nalyzed in ten 
elementary leve?l comiviun i c a t i vc-? textbooks is introduced in 
the seventh order.
E>. the idiom and E^xpression purpose o-f the prepositions
¿-.nalyzed in ten elementary le?vel commun i ca t i ve textbooks 
is introduced in the eighth order.
To have a general idea, -from the results gained in 
Tables 1 through 10, it is possible to draw another table 
which illustrates the -functions o-f the prepositions and the 
usages of the prepositions in context and in isolation in the 
first units of the 10 textbooks examined in this study.
As can be seen in the first units of the ten textbooks 
(Table 11), when prepositions are compared, it can be seen 
that "from, about, into, below, for, in, of, with, at, on, 
near, after, down, before, under, over, next to, to" are all 
UE-;ed. The first ten prepositions "from, about, into, below, 
for, in, of, with, at, on" v^ ıhich are found in this study are 
used in the first units of almost all of the ten textbooks. 
So, these ten prepositions are the most necessary ones to be 
int roduced in elEimfzntary 1 eve 1 commun icat i ve textbooks.
TAE5LE 11: Frequency o-f Function of F-’repos i t i ons and
Usages of Prepositions "in context" and 
"in isolation" in First Units of 10 Textbooks
FIRST 
IN THE
UNITS
BOOKS PREPOSITIONS
F-· и R Р о S Е: S
HOW
D P т РО IP IT с IS<E
Un it 1 Book 1 from,about - 1 - 1 -- - 2 с .
Unit 1 BcDok 2 into,from,for, 
below,about,in, 
of,wi th,at,on
1 - - 6 - - 1 1 с.
Unit 1 Book 3 at,i n,near,from 
af ter
- 4 о - - - - 1 7с.
Unit 1 Book 4 down,in,about, 
for
- О - - — - 4с.
Unit 1 Etook 5 down,in,about, 
for,at
- - - 1 1 - 5с.
Unit 1 Book L·
v^ iith, in,before, 
from,under,over 
of,for,on
- 5 - 3 г? - -
1 1 с. 
li.
Unit 1 Book 7 into,after,with 
about
- 1 - 1 1 1 - - 4с.
Unit 1 Book S of - - - - - 1 - “ 1 с.
Unit 1 Eiook 9
from,on,of,down 
nex t to,about, 
v*^i th , in , to, for, 
below,after
- о 1 3 6 5 - - 17с.
Unitl Boo k 10 in,from,of,at, 
about,on,for, 
a f t e r
- 5 6 о 3 - -
1 1 с. 
5 i .
The results o-f the -frequency o-f the prepositions used in 
ten textbooks can be seen in Appendix B. One-word 
preposi t ions, two-v*>iord prepositions, and three-v^^ord 
p>reposi t ions, in other words both simple and complex 
prepositions are presented in ten elementary level 
communicative textbooks. Two-word prepositions and three- 
vgord preposi t ions, that is, complex prepositions are used 
less. So, the prepositions presented in ten textbooks are 
not used in the same -frequency.
The order o-f -frequency o-f 65 prepositions, in general, 
introduced and analyzed in ten textbooks are -found in this 
study. Bu.t as a result o-f a big gap -found between the ninth 
and tenth prepositions, only the order o-f -frequency o-f the 
first nine English prepositions introduced in ten elementary
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level commun:icative textbooks is given in the following:
1 . the usage of preposi tion in in the first order,
the usage of préposition at in the second order,
3. the usage of preposi tion on in the th i rd order,
4. the usage of preposi t ion of in the fourth order,
5. the usage of preposi t ion for in the fifth order,
6 . the usage of preposi t ion about in the six th order,
7- the usages of preposi t ion with in the seventh order.
8 . the usage of Prepos i t ion t^ in the eighth order.
9. the usage of preposi t ion from in the ninth order.
As can be seen -from the results o-f the freяuency o-f the 
prepost ions used in ten textbooks given in ten tables and 
also in the table given in Appendix C, the prepositions are 
not used -for the same purposes-
As can be seen in the table in Appendix D, when the 
prepositions used in the -first ten units o-f the ten textbooks 
are compared in terms of in context or in isolation- 44 
p> reposi t i ons out of 65 are used 1037 times in context; 
whereas, 20 prepositions out of 65 are used 55 times in_ 
isolation. So, these prepositions presented in ten textbooks 
are introduced mostly in context., and rarely in isolation.
Table 12 which shows the order of the prepositions found 
in this study with the comparison of the order of the 
pr'eposi t ion given by experts in SLA studies.
As can be seen in Appendix C, the order of prepositions 
found in this study are also emphasized in Table 12. When 
the order of freguency of the English prepositions found by 
SLA experts was compared with the order of frequency of the 
English prepositions found in this study (Table 12), it was 
seen that the preposition of English ijn which is found in the 
first order in this study is in line with what de Villiers 
and de Villiers (1973··) and Ken j i Hakuta (1974) say about the 
order of prepjosi t ions. Both of the authors found th^ t^ the 
preposition ij;i is acquired in the:* first order.
However, Brown (1973) found that the acquisition of 
English preposition jjn is acquired in the second order- 
Although the English preposition grii is acquired in the second
order by de Villiers and de Vi liters, the preposition o-f 
English cm is acguired in the -first order by Brown, but the 
English preposition on_ v>ia.s -found in the third order in this 
study. Although the acguisition o-f English preposition ¿o 
was -found in the second order in the study done by Kenji 
Hi^kuta; where?£-*.s, the English preposition a^ was -i’ound in the 
second and in the eighth order in this study. That is, the
order o-f English preposition tc) “Found by this study is not in 
line with the order o-f acguisition o-f English preposition 
to -f ound by Ken j i Hakuta.
No comparison has been made with the rest o-f the English 
prepositions -found a.t the third, -fourth, -fi-fth, sixth, 
seventh, eighth, and ninth order in this study since there 
are not any prepositions v-jhich correspond to prepositions 
given in SLA studies.
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TABLE 12: The Order o-f the Prepositions Found 
by Experts and by this Study
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Name o-f the 
Project
Brown's Study de Vi 11iers 
de Vi 11iers' 
Study
Ken j i 
Hakuta's 
Study
Present
Study
Year o-f the 1973 1973 1974 1989
Study
Period o-f Long i tud ina1 Cross - Long i tu- Cross -
the Study Sect ional d i n a 1 Sectional
Field o-f SLA SLA SLA EFL
the Study
Sub jects Adam, Eve, Method 1 Child, 10 Ele.
Sarah Method 2 Ugu i su Leve 1 
Com. Tb.
the Order o-f on in in in
the Preps- in on to at
— — — on
- - o-f
— — - -for
- - - about
- - v*^i th
— - - to
— — -from
As the table in Appendix E shows, the order of the 
frecjuency of the prepositions in context are found in the 
first nine prepositions. After the ninth preposition, there 
is a big gap between the frequency number of the ninth and 
the tenth prepositions. That is, the ninth preposition is 
used 48 times; whereas, the tenth one is used 25 times. This 
means that these nine prepositions are the most often used 
one?s in context.
The most frequently used prepositions in the table in 
Appendix F (in isolation) are iji, aj^ , oji, about 5 whereas, the 
most frequently used prepositions in the table in Appendix E 
(in context) are in of 1. for, at. So jji and a^ are used both 
in context and in isolation but the same prepositions are 
used in isolation less frequently. Thus, the prepositions 
presented and analyzed in ten (elementary level) 
communicative textbooks are mostly introduced in context.
0 GENERAL CONCLUSION
As a result of this study, the following conclusions ¿<re 
reached in general:
The order of use of English prepositions can be related 
to their order of freguency. As can be seen in Figure 5, the 
order of the first nine English prepositions which ar^ e found 
in this study is related to their order of frequency. So, 
the English prepositions “in, at, on, of, for, about, with, 
to, from“ are to be practiced and taught more in the 
elementar^y level, English communicative teictbool:;s-
Figure 5: Means of the Prepositions in the 10 TeKtbooks
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The order of the prepositions (first nine)
The order of the purposes o-f the English prepositions^ 
as can be seen in Figure 6, C£\n be related to their order of 
frequency. Since the placeinent function of the prepositions 
is found in the first order in this study, the purpose of the 
placement of English prepositions is to be presented more 
than the other functions of the prepositions in the 
elementary level, English communicative textbooks-
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Figure 6: Means of the Purpose of the Prepositions 
in the 10 Textbooks
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The order of the purposes of the prepositions
As can be seen in Figure 7, the prepositions of English 
are most often presented in context. Again, the preposition 
of English ¿n is given in the first order of the English 
prepositions in context in this study. Therefore, jji is to 
be introduced in context more often than the other 
prepositions, at the (elementary level) English communicative 
textbooks.
Figure 7: Means of the Prepositions IN CONTEXT
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The order of the prepositions in context
There have been -found prepositions which are introduced 
in isolation in this study, but not many, as can be seen in 
Figure 8. The preposition jji is also presented in the first 
order of English prepositions in isolation according to the 
results of this study. That is, the English preposition in, 
is to be introduced in isolation as much as the English 
preposition in. in context at the (elementary level) English 
commun icat i ve textbooks.
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Figure 8: Means of the Prepositions IN ISOLATION
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The order of the prepositions in isolation
In this study, it is shown that English prepositions are 
most often introduced in context by using them for placement, 
identifying things and time purposes. So, English 
prepositions, in particular, the first nine (in, at, on, of, 
for, about, with, to, from) the order of which is found in 
this study, are presented in context at the elementary level, 
English communicative textbooks, EFL classes in Turkey.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR EFL TEACHERS AND LEARNERS
The information stated above C3.r\ be useful for teachers, 
course designers, testing committees, teachers designing 
supplementary materials, and students want to study on
their own.
As this information indicates, the first nine 
prepositions should be emphasized in context by using the 
placement, identifying things, and time purposes by teachers 
at the elementary level (zero/false/complete/advanced 
beginners), in EFL classes in Turkey. Teachers who design 
their ov*^n instruc t ional materials can make use of this order 
of prepositions when designing elementary level materials.
Course designers should pay attention to these nine 
prepositions introduced at the elementary levvel, English 
communicative textbooks, in EFL classes in Turkey. Since 
these" prepositions are the most frequently used prepositions·» 
in English, students should lear"n them at the very early 
i-: t;a·.ges of 1 e  i r ca lirses bhoc au.se  t  he y w i 1 !l. I")a ve more ch ances 
t  u p I·'· a c t  i e 11"! e s e p r e p o s  i t  i o n s t  h a n t  i"i e o 11"^ e r p r" e p o  s i t :i. o ri s
and they will come e.cross these prepositions more than the 
others.
Testing committees should test these nine prepositions 
in context by using the placement, identifying things, and 
time purposes at the elementary level, English communicative 
textbooks, in EFL classes in Turkey. Since the elementary 
level, English» communicative textbooks introduce these 
prepositions for the purposes found in this study, it is 
reasonable that the students at the elementary level of 
English should be tested only on these prepositions for these 
purposes. The students are expected to know the most 
frequently used prepositions for their most frequently used 
pur poses.
These nine prepositions introduced in context by using 
the placement, identifying things, and time purposes should 
be presented by teachers designing supplementary materials, 
at the elementary level, in EFL classes in Turkey. Since the 
aim of using supplementary materials in language courses is 
to reinforce the language points in the textbooks, the 
content of these materials should be parallel with the 
content of the textbooks. This study found out the most 
frequently used nine prepositions and their most frequently 
used purposes in context. While teaching prepositions, if 
the teachers design their supplementary materials by 
considering the order found in this study, these teachers 
will have reinforced the learning of prepositions introduced 
in their textbooks.
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The students who want to study on their own should study 
and learn these nine prepositions in context by using the 
placement, identifying things, and time purposes, at the 
elementary level in EFL situations in Turkey. Because both 
this study and the findings by experts indicate that these 
p> reposi t i ons are used more freguently for the purposes 
mentioned than the other prepositions and for other purposes, 
students do not waste time by studying and learning less 
frequently used prepositions.
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REC0MMEr'4DATI0NB FOF^  FURTHER STUDIES
- A study investigating the order of learning English 
prepositions should be made to determine the similarities 
and the differences between the order of use and the order 
of learning.
- A comparative study on Turkish and English case-endings and 
prepositions should be made.
- A study investigating the order of prepositions in 
elementary level, traditional, structural or situational 
textbooks should be made.
-- A detailed study on the use of prepositions as adverbial 
p>hrase, adjectival phrase, and preposi t ional noun phrase 
should be made.
- A study should be made by using Turkish students' English 
compositions in order to examine the use of English 
preposi t ions.
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Another study similar to this one should be made on 
in termed i^ t^e or advanced level commun icat i ve textbooks.
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APPENDIX A
LIST OP THE TEN TEXTBOOKS USED FOR THIS STUDY
No. Authors Year 
o-f Publ
T i 11es Level of 
Textbooks
Bolton and 
Peterson
1987 Breakav^>av 1 Beg inners
Cost inett 
and Byrd
1987 Spec t t-'um 1 Zero-Level 
Beg inners
Ferreira, L. 198!; Express Eng 1ish 1 Beg inners
Harmer and 
Surguine 1987 Coast to Coast 1 Elementary
Harmer, J- 198^ Meridian 1 Elementary
Meyers and 
T iersky
1984 Starting Line Advanced
Beginners
7 Swan and 
Walter
1984 The Cambridge English 
Course 1
Complete 
and False 
Beginners
8 Vincent and 
Foil
1984 Time For English 1 Elementary
Willis J. 
and D-
1988 Collins Cobuild 
English Course 1
False 
Beg inners
10 J. Garton- 
Sprenger
1984 Encounters Part A Beg inners
THE FREQUENCY 
B refer·
OF PREPOSITIONS IN TEN TEXTBOOKS 
; to Book.
APPENDIX B
PREPOSITIONS B. 1 B. 2 B. 3 B. 4 B . 5 B. 6 B. 7 B. 8 B. 9 B. 10 TOTAL
at 7 14 s 12 8 12 4 12 10 12 99
in 15 15 17 16 12 ·“' "T 8 18 28 21 173
on 12 10 11 1 14 3 13 15 12 97
oHF 5 6 5 10 4 13 8 20 19 5 95
for 7 12 9 8 5 17 4 14 10 8 94
by 1 0 1 b 0 '-y 1 5 0 17
down o 5 3 1 1 0 1 9 1 25
UF:> C) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
over (I) 4 3 3 1 5 1 4 4 0 24
from 5 6 9 5 o 6 0 9 3 6 51
among 0 0 0 (I) <I) 0 0 0 (I) 0 0
above 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 5
across (I) 0 (I) 0 0 1 1 1 7
against (I) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 <I)
upon 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
beh ind 0 0 1 0 (I) 1 0 3 3 0 8
between 0 3 (I) o r? 0 0 1 4 1 14
on top of 0 C) (I) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
wi th 9 5 4 7 5 10 5 8 9 5 67
inside 0 0 0 (I) 0 0 (I) (I) 1 0 1
opposi te 0 0 1 (I) 0 0 1 0 1 2 5
outside (I) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
76
PREP0BITI0r'4S E. 1 B. 2 B . 3 B. 4 B - 5 B.L· B. 7 B .8 B. 9 B . 10 TOTAL
to 4 8 7 6 0 6 '-Jt 8 9 7 57
through (to) 1 1 0 0 0 <I) 0 C) 0 4
under 0 0 0 0 0 0 7'. 0 1 6
a-f ter 1 5 4 1 0 1 1 3 6 24
be-f ore 1 1 0 0 0 4 0 5 5 C) 16
below 0 6 o o C) (I) 0 1 1 12
o*f-f 0 0 0 (I) 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
until (till) 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 5
d u r i n g 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 <I) 0 1
w i t h i n 0 0 C) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
around 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 C) 0
since 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 (I) 1 0
about 11 12 9 10 8 4 7 11 10 84
into 0 5 0 0 1 2 1 15
towards 0 0 0 0 (I) 0 0 0 0 0 0
next to 3 6 1 3 1 1 3 o 25
up to 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
due to 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
out O-f 0 4 0 0 0 3 0 (I) 0 9
•from. - . to 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 4 11
•f rom. . . un t i 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 o
in -front o-f 4 1 1 0 0 1 0 4 0 0 11
in back o-f 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
bes i de 0 0 0 0 0 0 C) 0 0 0 0
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PREPOSITIONS B. 1 B. 2 B. 3 B. 4 B. 5 B. 6 B. 7 B. 8 B. 9 B. 10 TOTAL
beneath 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (I) 0 0
undet-'neath 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (J
near 1 6 y, T, '-y 26
by way o-f 0 0 0 (I) 0 <I) 0 0 0 0
instead of 0 0 0 0 <I) 1 0 0 0 0 1
because of 0 <I) 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
inside out 0 (I) 0 0 0 C) 0 0 0 0 0
up and out 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
on and o-f-f 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
by and by 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
on and on 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
backand-f orth 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (I) 0
atthebacko-f 1 C) 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2
nearby 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
atthetopo-f 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
wi thout 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
out (to) 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
a 1 onq 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 o
on back of 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  j 0 0 0
IN TEN TEXTBOOKS
AF>PEr-4DIX C
THE FREQUENCY OF THE PURPOSES OF THE PREPOSITIONS
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^"•'v^NCTIONS
PREPOSITIC^
P
r- < 
/
(j
'?·
? "
/  . -V
0"NV.'Ay K,
.yf
r  . 3
i----\
1 ·
>( /
• 0^
p-N
1
'0
TOTAL
at 7; 61 32 1 1 1 - .... 99
in b 97 36 4 6 T -· 173
on 1 1 43 2 “7 3 1 10 1 1 97
o-f - 16 4 1 19 54 1 ~ 95
•for - 4 19 1 27 ZQ 5 - 94
by - 5 7; 1 8 - - 17
down 13 10 - - - - ” 25
up 1 - -· - - - - . . . 1
over 13 ~:r - 1 - 24
•from 7 29 1 4 4 51
among - - . . . - - - -
above r? 3 - - - - - 5
ac roes 6 1 - - - - - 7
against .... - ~ - - ~ -
upon - - - - - . . . - .... -
beh ind 1 5 - - . . . - - 8
between 7; 3 ?·, 1 - - 12
on top o-f - - - - ~ -· - - -
w 1 1 h - 1 1 30 -.r 1 -· 67
i n side - 1 . . . ~ - - - - 1
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PREPOSITION^
. S
O
[O
^   ^
i
/
<?·>
. /"
<0
>0
/
j
V 7
J ^7'
7 ' "
\
) /  
0 ·^
0-
\ TOTALV
opposite 7; 7 -· - - - - - b;
outside 1 -- - - - - 1
be?s ide - - - - - - - -
to 14 77 6 3 9 1 '-y - 57
through (to) - •—y - - - - -- 4
under - 4 1 - - 1 -- - 6
a f t e r - - 18 3 - 7; -- - 24
be-f ore 7 7 10 7 - - - 16
below 7 2 7 - 1 - 12
o-f-f - - - 1 - - - 1
un til (till) - - 5 - - - - - 5
during - - 1 - - - - - 1
within - - - - - - - - -
around - 1 - - - 1 - - '-y
since - - - - - - - 7
about - 4 9 - "T 7 28 1 10 84
into 10 - - - - - 15
towards - - - - - - --
next to 1 2 1 - - 1 - - 215
up to -
-
- - - - - - -
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0 \ ^ N C T I O N S
PREPOSITIONS'
O
<>
//
(U
f>...
/o'1/
><<
?------
'V<>
/
O O
.6 V  S·
1
1 /o
1
. TOTAL.
due •to - - - - - - - ~
out o-f - -- - - - J - 9
•from - . - to 6 -- - - - - 1 1
•from - - - u.n t i 1 - - - - - - •“k
in -front o-f - 8 ·- - - - 11
in back o-f -· - ·- - - - - - --
beneath -- -- - - - - - ~
underneath - - - - - -
near 1 - 1 - - - 26
by way o-f - - - - - - - - -
instead of - - - - - 1 - - 1
because of - - - - 1 - 1
inside out - - - ~ - - - -
up and out - - - - - - - - -
on and off - - - - - - - -
by and by - - - - - - ~ -
on and on - - - ~ - - “ - -
backandforth - - - - - - - - ~
atthebackof - 1 - 1 - - - ~
nearby - 1 - - -
-
- 1
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PREPOSITIONS'
·>•.o
|Q
/
if
>
fl
r~
.#·
.0^  
0 -s
K>*^ 0
•if <^>>·
1------
t
I
<f ,
\ TOTAL
at the topo-f - 1 - - - - - - 1
wi thout - - - - 1 -- ~ - 1
out (to) 1 1 - 1 - - - - 3
along 1 - 1 - - - - 5
on back o-f - - - - - - - -
TOTAL 93 396 192
_
39 138 211 25 13
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APPENDIX D
THE FREQUENCY IN CONTEXT AND IN ISOLATION
No. PREPOSITIONS IN CONTEXT IN ISOLATION
1 at 90 9
i n 162 11
on 69 8
4 o-f 94 1
5 ■for 92
6 by 16 1
7 down 25 -
8 up 1 -
9 over
10 HFrom 48 3
11 among - -
12 above 5 -
13 across 6 1
14 aga i nst -
15 upon - -
16 beh ind e -·
17 between 12
18 on top·' o-f - -
19 w i t h 6o 1
20 i nside 1 -
21 oppos i te 5
e:
Mo- PREPOSITIONS IN CONTEXT IN ISOLATION
o o outside 1 -
beside -· -
24 to 54 3
2^ through 4
26 under 5 1
27 a -f t e 23 1
28 before 15 1
29 below 12 -■·
30 off 1 -
31 until (till) 5 -
during 1 -
33 within - -
34 around O -
35 since O -
36 about 80 4
37 into 14 1
38 towards - -
T O  ·_* / ne Î<t to 24 1
40 up to -
41 due to - -
42 out of 18 9
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No. PF^·EP□S ITIDN9 IN CONTEXT IN ISOLATION
43 •from. . . to 11 -
44 f rom,..until О -
45 in -front oi 10 1
48 in back ot - -
47 beneea th - -■·
48 underneath -
49 near cr-¿.uJ 1
50 by way o-f -- -
51 instead o-f 1 -
52 because o-f 1 -
53 inside out -
54 up and out - -
55 on and o-f-f - -
56 by and by - -
57 on and on - -
58 back and -forth -
59 at the back o-f -
6 О nearby 1
61 at the top of 1 -
62 without 1 -
63 out <to) 3 -
64 along 5 -
65 on back o-f -
TOTAL 1037 55
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APPENDIX E
THE ORDER OF FREQUENCY OF P R E P OSITIONS IN CONTEXT
No. PREPOSITIONS IN CONTEXT
1 in 162
о of 94
3 for 92
4 Э. f 90
5 about 80
6 on 69
7 with 66
8 to 54
9 f rom 48
10 down 25
11 near 25
12 next to 24
13 after
14 over 'T' '7*
15 by 16
Id) before 15
17 into 14
18 between 12
19 below 12
20 from..to 11
21 in front of 10
‘T·' '7·' out of 9
23 beh ind 8
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No- PREPOSITIOWB IN CONTEXT
24 ac ross 6
25 above 5
26 opp'os i te 5
undef' 5
2 0 urt t i 1 5
29 a 1 иП0 5
30 through 4
31 out (to) 3
around 'V·'
33 s i nee '•jt
34 trom..unt i1
35 at the back of о
36 up 1
37 inside 1
38 outside 1
39 of 1
40 during 1
41 inatei4d of 1
42 because of 1
43 nearby 1
44 at thb3 top> of 1
45 wi thout 1
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APPENDIX F
THE ORDER OF FREQUENCY OF PREPOSITIONS IN ISOLATION
Ho. P R EPOSITIONS IN ISOLATION
1 i n 11
2 at 9
3 on 8
4 about 4
5 •f r om 3
6 to 3
7 •for
8 over
9 between
10 of 1
11 by 1
12 across 1
13 with 1
14 under 1
15 after*' 1
16 bef or*'e 1
17 into 1
18 ne;;t to 1
19 in -front of 1
near*' 1
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RESUME
I was b o r n  on J u l y  12,  1959,  i n  G e y v e ,  S a k a r y a .  1
f i n i s h e d  p r i m a r y ,  s e c o n d a r y ,  and h i g h  s c h o o l  i n  E s k i ş e h i r .
In 1980,  I g r a d u a t e d  f r om I s t a n b u l  A t a t ü r k  T e a c h e r  T r a i n i n g  
C o l l e g e  of  E n g l i s h  D e p a r t m e n t .
From 1980 t h r o u g h  1981,  I t a u g h t  E n g l i s h  a t  A t a t ü r k  H i g h  
S c h o o l  I n  A g r i .  A f t e r  t h a t ,  I a t t e n d e d  Hendon C o l l e g e  and 
Hampstead S u b u r b  I n s t i t u t e  i n  L o n d o n ,  f r o m 1961 t o  1982.
A f t e r  I r e t u r n e d  t o  T u r k e y ,  I t a u g h t  E n g l i s h  a t  B u s i n e s s  
Sc ho o l  of  B i l e c i k ,  A n a d o l u  U n i v e r s i t y ,  f r o m 1984 t h r o u g h  
1985.  S i n c e  1985,  I have been t e a c h i n g  E n g l i s h  a t  Open 
E d u c a t i o n  F a c u l t y ,  A n a d o l u  U n i v e r s i t y .
In 1968,  I g o t  my B . A .  d e g r e e  a t  t h e  F a c u l t y  of  
E d u c a t i o n  of  E n g l i s h  D e p a r t m e n t ,  A n a d o l u  U n i v e r s i t y .
